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Word rate and intelligibility of alternated speech
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A continuous speech message alternated between the left and right ears retains generally good
intelligibility, except at certain critical rates of alternation of about 3-4 switching cycles/sec. In the
present experiment, subjects heard speech alternated between the two ears at eight different switching
frequencies, and at four different speech rates. Results support an earlier contention that the critical
intelligibility parameter in alternated speech is average speech content per ear segment, rather than
absolute time per ear. Implications are discussed both in terms of critical speech segments in auditory
analysis and in neural processing of binaural auditory information;

Broadbent's concept of channel separation and
selective attention in simultaneous listening has
undergone considerable modification in the two
decades since its introduction (Broadbent. 1954,
1958. 1971). The original notion argued that
perceptual analysis is limited to only one input
"channel" at a time, with physical parameters of the
speech signal primarily serving both to distinguish the
channels and to guide their selection. This emphasis
on physical parameters was weakened by demonstra
tions that semantic variables can override source of
arrival in message segregation and selection (cf.
Treisman, 1%0). Syntactic and prosodic variables can
also override source of arrival in perceptual
segmentation of a single message switched
periodically between the two ears (Wingtield & Klein,
1(71). As the original notion of the channel has been
questioned, so too has been the principle of a
perceptual filter requ iring a tinite time to switch from
one stimulus input to another (cf. Treisman & Geffen,
1%7; Wingtield & Byrnes. 1972).

The perception of alternated speech is an
interesting test of the initial tilter hypothesis. since
that model would make certain straightforward.
pred ictions in this singular case of intelligibility loss in
the absence of competing inputs. When a single
message is alternated rapidly between the two ears.
intelligibility progressively declines with increasing
rate. up to about 3-4 switching cyles/sec (167 to
125 msec per ear). Paradoxically. intelligibility then
improves as switching rates are further increased
beyond this point <Cherry & Taylor, 1954; Huggins,
1%4; Schubert & Parker. 1955).

Cherry and Taylor's (1954) early explanation of this
V-shaped function. although independently derived,
can be seen as an exact extension of the principles of
Broadbent's model to this phenomenon. At each point
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of alternation, cessation of speech in one ear signals
the subject to shift attention to the other ear where the
speech now continues. If each shift of attention
requires some finite time during which no usable
information is available from either ear, the more
frequent the interruptions, the greater will be the
cumulative loss of acoustic information. Minimal
intelligibility is reached when the subject's attention is
completely out of phase with the shifting signal: by the
time attention has been switched from one ear to
another. the message has already returned to the
original ear. At rates beyond this point, the subject
begins to adopt a strategy of attending to the
interrupted signal from one ear only, relying on the
redundancy of the large number of small speech
segments to accurately reconstruct the message
(Miller & Licklider. 1950).

Huggins (1%4) later used a variable-speed tape
recorder to present alternated materials at two
different speech rates. Increasing the speech rate
produced minimal intelligibility at a shorter
time-per-ear duration. suggesting that the critical
factor is not switching frequency, so much as the size
of the speech sample typically contained in each ear
segment. Huggins related the point of minimal
intelligibility to mean syllabic rate of the recorded
speech. in line with more recent studies suggesting the
critical role of syllable size units in ordinary speech
perception (Liberman. Mattingly, & Turvey. 1972;
Massaro. 1972; Savin & Bever. 1970; Warren. 1971):
II' correct. this would militate against any fixed-time
account of alternated speech, whether based on
time-dependent attention switching mechanisms
(Broadbent. 1958. 1971; Cherry & Taylor, 1954) or on
perceptual order confusions of temporal segments of a
certain size (cf. Broadbent & Ladefoged, 1959;
Warren. Obusek, Farmer & Warren, 1970).

Although Huggins' results received early and wide
acceptance (cf. Broadbent, 1971; Massaro, 1972;
Moray, 1969; Neisser, 19(7), the issue may have been
prematurely closed. His study. like that of Cherry and
Taylor, employed "shadowing" as a response measure.
This involves repeating what is heard as it is heard,
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such that the subject must speak and listen simulta
neously. The problems of overload and of peripheral
masking complicate its use as a simple intelligibility
measure (Underwood & Moray. 1971). Further. the ef
fects of speech rate reported by Huggins were not found
by Cherry and Taylor (1954). The argument remains
an important one. especialIy in view of more recent
work which raises again the possibility of interaural
attention shifts to account for this and related
phenomena (Guzy & Axelrod. 1972; Treisman, 1971).

The present study reexamines effects of word rate
on perception of alternated speech. but with certain
methodological improvements. First. four different
speech rates arc used. This is made possible through
time-compression of the speech materials so as to
accelerate word rate without major sacrifice of sound
quality (Foulke. 1971). Second, the shadowing
requirement used ill previous studies is eliminated by
inserting periodic silent intervals into the speech
passages. This technique allows the subject time to
repeat a message segment before the arrival of more
speech. and also permits the use of higher speech
rates than would ordinarily be possible with
shadowing as a response.

The usc of compressed speech thus allows one to
vary independently the speech segment duration vs.
the speech content in these durations. If the critical
parameter is absolute alternation rate. the points of
minimal intelligibility for all speech rates should be
aligned on the abscissa at a single point representing
the same time per ear. If the amount of speech
contained in each ear segment is the critical
parameter. the points of minimal intelligibility should
shift on the abscissa by amounts approximately
proportional to the degree of time compression. Thus.
the position of the minima would, vary with absolute
speech rate. but remain constant with the size of the
speech segments.

METHOD

Stimulus Materials
The stimuli consisted of 40 120-word passages selected from

recent issues of the Americull Scientist, The passages covered a
wide range of scientific subjects, and were selected to offer
understandable. but high-information. speech samples. Proper
names and technical terms were eliminated from the passages.
Preliminary studies matched the passages for difficulty and
intelligibility.

The passages were recorded by a speaker of American English at
a rate of illS words/min (192 rnsec/syllable). This recording was
then compressed using the sampling method on an
electromechanical compressor of the Fairbanks type. In this
method. small segments of the recorded speech arc periodically
delcted and the remaining segments are abutted in time. The
discard intervals were kept at 20 msec, and the degree of
compression was varied by the frequency with which the tape
segments were deleted.

Compressicns were to HO%. 70%. lind 60% of the original
playing time. corresponding 10 speaking rates of 231, 204. and 301!
words /min 054. 134. and liS msec/xylluble). Together with the
originals at normal speech rate. a total of 160 pussages at four

separate rates were thus available for the experiment. To eliminate
the later need to respond while listening, each tape was processed to
insert -l-scc silent intervals between every /., words of the passages,

Apparatus and Procedures
Alternation ofthe speech signal was accomplished by passing the

output of a mouuurul tape recorder into a Grason-Studler
Model K2<jE electronic switch which operated to transfer the speech
signal back and forth between the two ear pieces of stereophonic
earphones. The time phase of the switch was controlled externally
by two Hunter Model lJlC digital rin.crs ,

During the course of the experiment. each subject heard a total of
40 different passages, to at each of the four speech rates described.
In each block of 10. the first 2 passages were taken as practice. The
remaining IS experimental passages were alternated between ears at
the following periodic intervals: 250. 180. IbO. 121!, 112. %, 62, and
31 msec per car. Both the order of presentation of the compression
ratios and the alternation rates were varied between subjects, The
particular passages heard at each rate and ratio were also varied. By
the end of the experiment. all passages were heard an equal number
of times at each compression ratio and at each alternation rate.

Thcvubjects were told they would hear speech samples in which
the signals would alternate between ears. and to repeat as many
words as they could. using the silent periods between each IO-word
segment. The subjects monitored the passages over Sharp HA-1O
dichotic earphones. The speed! signal at the earphones was 7S dB
SPL Ire: .OU02 dynes em"). Sixteen undergraduate volunteers
served as subjects. All reported normal hearing. and all spoke
American English as their tirst language.

RESULTS

Intelligibility was taken as the number of words
correctly reported from the middle 100 words of each
passage. The first two and the last to-word segments
of each passage were not scored in order to eliminate
end el'[ects. (I dit was given for all words reported
correctly. regardless of order. No partial credit was
given for incomplete words.

The results are summarized in Figure I, which
shows mean intelligibility scores as a function of
alternation rate for each of the four speech rates
tested. The abscissa values are plotted on a
logarithmic scale. The small arrows under the curves
show the obtained minima for normal speech rate
(12~ mscc per ear) and the predicted minima for the
three compression curves. The latter values were
derived by taking ~O%. 70%, and 60%. respectively.
of the obtaincd value for normal speech rate.

Although there is some random variation in
intelligibility for the four curves. it is clear that
(;1) overall intelligibility declines with increasing time
COlli pression. especially beyond 80% compression.
and (b) the points of minimal intelligibility show a
systematic shift to the right with increasing
compression. with the obtained and predicted minima
corresponding as closely as possible given the
alternation rates tested.

Analysis of variance was performed following an
arcsin trunsformution to stabilize the variance of the
percentage scores, The overall effect of compression
ratio was siguillcant. F(5.bO) = 50.70. P < .01, as
was the effect of alternation rates, F(9.58) = 3.01.
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Rgure I. IntelUglbillty as a fuacdon of time per ear In
alternation for normal and t1me-compreued Ipeech. Small arrowa
show predicted IntelUgiblUty minima baaed on Ipeech·dependad
hypothesls.

The view that the size of the speech segment per ear
is the critical variable suggests a reanalysis of prior
studies in terms of speech content. rather than time
per ear. The point of poorest intelligibility for the data
of Cherry and Taylor (1954), Huggins (1%4), and
Schubert and Parker (l9ss) alllie around .36 words,
or about .60 syllables (Huggins, 1964; Neisser, 1967).
Our own figures are close to this. The mean values
across all speech rates correspond to .39 words (range
= .32 to .43) and .66 syllables (range = .54 to .73).
While testing at larger numbers of alternation rates
would help to define the duration of the critical
segments with greater accuracy, there is an upper
limit on accuracy bounded by the ability to define a
"syllable." or any other speech unit, in temporal
terms. Certainly, past attempts at applying alternated
speech to this end have met with mixed success (cf.
Huggins. 1967; Rupf, Hughes. & House, 1971).

While the nature of the "unit" of speech perception
remains at issue. two more fundamental questions
arise from the assumption that alternation operates to
transform the speech pattern into two parallel streams
of isolated speech segments. The tirst question is why
silent periods of certain durations cannot be bridged
by the perceptual system (Huggins, 1972; Miller &
Licklider. 1950), and second. the: implications of
possible independent channel analysis for the
ordinary binaural processing of speech. It is to these
issues that further research must be addressed.
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p < .0 I. The shift in the minima of the intelligibility
curves was reflected by a small, but significant,
Compression by Alternation interaction, F(21,294) =
1.66, P < .05.

DISCUSSION

Cherry and Taylor's (1954) notion of attention
shifts and corresponding loss of acoustic information
to account for intelligibility loss in alternated speech
receives little support from these data. With this, we
must also reject any other explanation based entirely
or primarily on a fixed-time hypothesis. While overall
intelligibility might drop with compression, the
position of the minima for each curve would remain
unchanged on the abscissa. This would be so because
the number of alternations, and hence attention shifts
per unit time, would be the same regardless of word
rate. This is clearly not the case.

These results do support Huggins' (1964) position,
that the critical determiner of intel1igibility is the
speech content contained in each alternation segment.
As compression increases the amount of speech
content per segment, the curves shift systematically
along the axis by an approximately equivalent
amount. Although these results hold without reliance
on shadowing as a response measure, the typical
V-shaped function becomes marked only at the higher
compression ratios. Thus. it would appear that the
subject must be under some load for the intelligibility
loss to occur; if the burden of shadowing is removed,
one must increase the input rate to sustain the effect.

It may be possible to account for the main results
without recourse to attention switching mechanisms
and attendant loss of acoustic information with
alternation. Such an explanation would lie in the
neural processing of binaural auditory information.
The perception of alternated speech must involve, at
some stage, a central integration of the separate ear
segments presumably in the dominant speech
hemisphere (Milner, 1962; Studdert-Kennedy &
Sharikweiler, 1970; Zurif & Sait, 1969). If the contra·'
lateral hemispheres to each ear conduct some prelim
inary analysis of their own input prior to integration,
this would carry two implications. First, left-ear inputs
in right-handed subjects would necessarily receive
some analysis in the nonspeech hemisphere. Second,
analysis of each ear segment would be independent of
the surrounding phonemic context known to be of
critical importance (cf', Liberman" Cooper,
Shankweiler, & Studdert-Kennedy, 1%7). Either of
these assumptions would lead to higher level
processing based on attempted left-hemisphere
integration of incompletely, or erroneously Coded,
segments. What has been described as a V-shaped
intelligibihty function might thus be better described
as a single log-linear dimension: tb. closer alternation

'rates approximate critical segmentation, the poorer
will be the overall intelligibility of the speech signal.
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